
 

Summary of Discussion Activities 1, 2, 3 & 4 

EMR Alliance Review – Workgroup 

31 October 2018 - Session 1 Discussion 

What are the main objectives of this group? 
What are the opportunities and challenges for 

this group? 
What workgroup learnings can you offer? 

Are there any noticeable gaps of experience or 
expertise required that is missing from the 

group? 
 Communicate EMR Alliance values back to 

organisations and government 

 Communicate values of membership 

 Liaison between EMR and other Alliances 

 Create a formal network to solve problems and share 
success 

 Coordination of training e.g. care planning, PD & 
workshops 

 Conduit from government strategic direction to 
operational implications 

 Coordinated efficient communication from government 
to providers 

 Ensure consistent delivery of data / information from 
providers back to government in a format that 
government wants 

 Support smaller and diverse range of providers to 
engage 

 Contact with comprehensive knowledge of sector and 
enduring knowledge of appropriate contacts and 
resources e.g. corporate memory for the sector 

 Keep the Alliance going in a sustainable way 

 Research who do we approach to continue to fund the 
Alliance? 

 Talk to the other Alliances and seek learnings about 
how they work. 

 Role of the Alliance is taking directions and directives 
from the Department and unpacking it, translating it – 
making it relevant to the sector (produce resources, 
education and information). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Local government pro – membership pad and run 
similar 

 Could look at networking at intervals but how does that 
have an informed link to government 

 Who funds training in future? 

 Barriers to participation for small organisations? 

 How / who funds Swinburne state-wide training 
moving forward? 

 Community Health – a large group of small providers 
over large geographical areas 

 Low level of business structure and funding / roles to 
be across government direction and enable it to roll out 
operationally including staff training 

 Broadening membership and also localise nursing, 
Allied Health and Carer Support 

 Advocacy 

 How is this maintained past 2020? 

 Questions – how much does it cost and how many 
member organisation are there? 

 Two levels? Advocacy for governance and strategic 
direction and learning new directions best practice. 

 Testing the viability of self-governed Alliance 

 Do we want to walk away from today with a structure 
and roles defined? 
 

 Balancing time commitments 

 The importance of identifying more champions than 
you think you will need 

 Process for succession planning for champions 

 Identifying strong representatives and hold 
accountable – decision making in own organisations 

 Boundaries – specific guidelines and roles 

 Acknowledging that local councils are opting out and 
taking all their resources with them 

 

 Advocacy at government level e.g. Director of Allied 
Health chaired by Chief Allied Health Officer at DHHS 
membership includes Public and Private Hospital Allied 
Health Directors but zero membership from community 
sector 

 Could the Alliance identify any gaps once the working 
group identify their own skills? 

 CALD service providers 

 We need the actual ‘task list’? 

 



31 October 2018 - Session 2 Discussion 

Governance Considerations 
 

 Assumption that there are 2 phases for the Workgroup – before June 2019 and post June 2019 

 All below to be reviewed June 2019 
 
Phase 1 

 Members – question need for proxy – No 

 Induction required – handover by existing members 

 Decide of size (13 currently) +/- 3 

 Expectations for hosting / rotating, chairing / 1 person for phase 1 and then re-vote, secretary/rotating host, catering/rotating host 

 Succession planning to be in TOR 

 Frequency of meetings 4-6 weekly to June 2019 

 Duration of meetings – 2 hours 

 Responsibility 
o attending meetings 
o pre-reading / responding to agenda, minutes 
o conduct regarding meeting attendance and advise if capacity has changed 
o contribute to all conversations 
o deliver agreed actions 

 Chair – nominations for a single chair and deputy/vice chair – voted by all members 

 Agenda – template use one Ayesha proposed initially and adjust via Chair as required 

 Meetings to be last Tue / Wed last per month, 9.30am start, nothing in Dec 

 Schedule for hosting and minutes – order randomly assigned 

 Communication via a forum / app / platform instead of emails 

 Quorum – 50% + 1 
 
Outcomes 
Chair – Deborah  
Vice – Sarah 
Communications / Project Lead – Ayesha 
Next meeting 28 Nov, 9.30am 
1st Host – Inspiro Belgrave 
1st Minutes – Russell EACH 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

EMR Alliance Review – Workgroup 

31 October 2018 - Session 2 Discussion 

Decision Making 
 This group has been elected to make decisions on behalf of the Alliance 

 Traditional Structure via majority vote: 
o Chair 
o Vice 
o Sectretary 

 Following a review / new nomination / vote June 2019, roles to then have 12 month tenure 

 Chair in discussion with ESDT regarding roles 

 Invite ESDT to take part & vote also – what is their role? Project Lead and Communications. 

 Conflict of Interest declared at each meeting 

 Quorum 50% +1 

 Technological attendance is acceptable 

 Review TOR every 12 months and re-elect chair etc 

 What happens if we lose members? Go back to Alliance for nominations for same experience, skills/set 

 The membership is individual, not organisational based, so no substitute proxy is suitable 

 Reporting mechanisms back to Alliance – how does that work? 

 Respect for other people’s roles, organisations, beliefs, opinions 

 Include Acknowledge of Country 

 How to resolve conflict – need a mechanism 

 Should we have a consumer representative in the working group? 

 Possible names for the Workgroup: 
o Alliance Action Group 
o Future Proofing Our Alliance 
o EMR Alliance Action Group 
o Eastern Alliance Working Group 
o Eastern Alliance Governance Group 
o Eastern Governance Group 

 We could have a shared platform to do this. Microsoft 365 has a sharing option which is probably the simplest. Otherwise drop box or Basecamp – IEPCP has a Basecamp license and we could set up a project for this work if required 
(subject to agreement from IEPCP Manager) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

EMR Alliance Review – Workgroup 

31 October 2018 - Session 2 Discussion 

Procedures for Members 
 Develop terms of reference for this working group 

 Discuss with all members the process for a Chair for the meeting 

 Discuss how/who is going to be the secretary / minute taker & organise meetings 

 Who can we get in for extra representation from other bodies e.g. local council, local public hospital, NDIS, private residential 

 Develop procedure for – if not attending meetings (how many do we need to attend in a year, what is the commitment?) 

 Where do we keep the information stored? 

 How do we disseminate information from the working group? 

 Collate and get information filed – how? 

 Members of the group to vote on chair, vice, secretary with proxy, minute taker, who will disseminate information? 

 Frequency of meetings from today and into the future 

 Where will we meet? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



EMR Alliance Review – Workgroup 

31 October 2018 - Session 3 Discussion 

Priority 1-Advocating for ongoing Government support for the Alliance coordination function 

 

Suggested Advocacy Activities 
 

Key Advocacy Messages 

 

 Letter to Department from EMR  - drafted by Project Lead, signed off by Chair 

 Internal advocacy – need support for ongoing government support 

 Template letters for members to  
o Government 
o Boards 
o Other regional networks / groups 

 Stakeholder identification 

 Update for Dec meeting to members – what we need from them to support their priority 

 Using EMR Alliance communication channels / resources, create a communication plan – make a video from 
Workgroup 

 Planning follow up advocacy activities into 2019 

 Yes – draft a letter but a face to face presentation is a much stronger message 

 Once a uniform message has been agreed on then this message can be communicated to local and state members 

 Marketing what has been done already and the value of it 

 Get regional representatives to collaborate on a uniform and powerful message 

 Collect client testimonials – Dale has some 

 What media is useful? Unsure. Speak and inform other Aged Care networks 

 Develop and send response to DoH regarding Vic Com Care Sector Change Management – formal letter response 

 Review of DoH restructure to identify representatives for committees in DoH 

 DoH & CHSP – where/how do we advocate in these areas? Are there committees that the Alliance can have 
representation? 

 Draft dot points to be circulated to individual organisations to highlight to DoH what value and benefits of the 
Alliance 

 Are the key messages written succinctly into a summary? An overview/summary document would be useful. 
Perhaps some of the recommendations could now be combined? 

 A multi-pronged approach would be best – prepare a business case as to why we think support should be given, 
including a summary of the key points. We should make a time to meet with relevant leadership in government 
and provide the written report and summary as part of this. 

 Other information to include might be how the new model might look and work – what would the ToR look like? 
How would organisations participate if it is expanded membership.  

 We could seek funding from alternate sources although this was not the preference of the members. It’s a bit odd 
that members are pushing for this approach when the government has clearly stated it will not fund the network 
post June 2019. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 All suggested messages are appropriate 

 Highlight that Workgroup has been formed 

 Alliance funding from Government – major focus 

 Don’t let us drown in the dark 

 Small organisations will go under and operate in information voids 

 Keep our communication open 

 Utilise key messages from objectives and session 1 discussion to provide a consistent response 

 Outlines the development of EMR Alliance, region covered and effectively market the ongoing EMR Alliance 

 Inform of this review and workshop group 

 Key messages of value and benefits. 

 The opportunity to expand to a broader membership. 

 The benefits of collaboration and networking to service delivery. 
 

 

 

 



EMR Alliance Review – Workgroup 

31 October 2018 - Session 4 Discussion 

Priority 2 & 3 – Reviewing Membership and Developing Business Case 

1. Do you think both of these priorities should be addressed as one priority? 
2. Do any of the key messages or recommendations need clarity?  
3. Which of the recommendations should the Workgroup focus on for the next meeting? 

4. What work is required by members prior to the next meeting to progress these priorities? 
 

 

Do you think both of these priorities should be addressed as one priority? 
 Yes 

 That the Aim and Priority align & can be addressed together, need to look carefully at membership into future to ensure large and small both engaged – don’t want to exclude 

 
Do any of the key messages or recommendations need clarity?  
 

 Message 4: Aim is to retain alliance function(not new) and grow membership 

 Recommendations: need analysis / mapping of other alliances / peak bodies / stakeholder;  avoid duplication, specificity of offerings; identify potential resource for secretariat resource 

 Financial sustainability is a priority 

 Possibility, summary and perhaps wording can be tweaked as they are quite long 
 

Which of the recommendations should the Workgroup focus on for the next meeting? 
 

 Mapping exercise for above 

 Discussion around membership – thinking that this needs further consideration; broader than CHSP & over 65 years, how do we link across community care and primary health? 

 Consider phased approach 

 Governance and TOR 

 Business case will probably have to include some work around who we invite to the Alliance 

 Do we open it up to all the new providers and private providers? 

 Do organisations have data available – the Alliance review has access to some of that data.  

 Need to think about key reportables – sessions, members, hours, attendance 

 The Alliance has provided a safe space for agencies to be accountable and has provided a forum to showcase best practice & service improvements. With the Royal Commission highlighting some of the things that could be 
improved, community care is already operating in a space that encourages working together for the best outcomes of clients. 

 Could we invite a facilitator to draw out our experiences and case studies? 

  
 

What work is required by members prior to the next meeting to progress these priorities? 

 Is there a chance for us to think before the next meeting about some of the risks and the opportunities before building a business case? 

 We need to individual read up on the work done thus far, to avoid duplication of effort 

 Set up a way of sharing documents. 

 Review current membership and potential to expand – numbers and types of orgs current and potential. 

 Establish a template for a business case – key and sub-headings and start to allocate content writing to individual working group members. 
 
 
 
 

 

 


